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Preaching as Sub-Version* 

THERE WAS A TIME, PERHAPS 250 YEARS AGO. WHEN THE Christian preacher 

could count on the shared premises of the listening community, reflective of a large 
theological consensus. There was a time, a very long time, when the assumption of God 
completely dominated Western imagination, and the holy catholic church roughly 
uttered the shared consensus of all parties. That shared consensus was rough and 
perhaps not very healthy, but at least the preacher could work from it. 

 

 In that ancient world -- moving to the modern -- the consensus, deep and broad. 
made it all but impossible to be an atheist. Not only was the thought of a-theism 
intellectually not available, but emotionally and culturally there was no receptive ed the 
intellectual developments of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries that made a-
theism a credible intellectual alternative for the first time, and then an emotionally and 
culturally bearable interpretive posture.1 As time has gone on, through the nineteenth 
century, citizens of the Western world have had to make a series of adjustments and 
settlements, seemingly unending adjustments and settlements, always at the expense 
of theism and in concessions to a-theism. Those concessions have been required 
primarily because of the emergence of a thinking autonomy in the world, rooted in 
Descartes and expressed belatedly in Robert Bellah's report on "Sheilaism".2  By the 
time of the twentieth century, the settlement largely had been that God is still a 
cherished affirmation in private matters ("family values"), but the public realm is largely 
a-theistic, without God, so that "might makes right.” Appeal is characteristically made to 
legitimation other than God, appeal to a public God having become increasingly difficult 
and embarrassing. 

 

 And now, so it seems to me, by the time of the twenty-first century, the 
intellectual-emotional-cultural situation of the seventeenth century, for complex 
reasons, has been completely reversed. A-theism is now a credible, perhaps a 
consensus, option for what is serious in life, and the articulation of life-with-God has 
become a risky intellectual outpost, perhaps as difficult and as odd and as 
embarrassing as was a-theism in the seventeenth century. It seems to me not so 
important to review all of the complex reasons for that inversion - reasons that include 
the rise of scientific thinking, the emergence of Enlightenment autonomy, and the shift 
into high-gear technology as the way to better our life. high-gear technology that begins 
in Research and Development and that ends. inevitably I believe, in militarism.  It is 
more important to recognize our fairly recently changed intellectual-emotional-
theological situation in which we do our preaching and, for that matter, in which we do 
what we can of our own trusting and believing. 

 

 

I 

In the seventeenth century, it was hard, courageous work to imagine – consequently 
re-imagine -- the world without God. And now, into the twenty-first century, in the face 
of the Enlightenment autonomy issuing autonomous power and autonomous 
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knowledge, it is hard, courageous work to imagine -- consequently reimagine – the 
world with God. 

 
 
 Of course, you understand I am speaking with evangelical particularity.  I have 
used the terms "a-theism" and "theism" for purposes of symmetry.  But you will 
understand that I do not in fact mean "theism," for theism of sorts is alive and well in our 
postmodern world. Indeed, the polls show that, in its indeterminate forms, almost 
everybody believes in God. But I mean, as you would expect, the peculiar trinitarian 
claims for God concerning the one we confess in the history of Israel and in the 
narrative of Jesus. Theism of certain kinds is still culturally credible, but we are speaking 
of none other than the creator of heaven and earth whose quintessential intention 
showed up, we confess, in the absence of Good Friday. 
 
 And so I pursue with you the single point. In a culture that has learned well how 
to imagine—how to make sense—of the world without reference to the God of the Bible, 
it is the preacher's primal responsibility to invite and empower and equip the community 
to reimagine the world as though Yahweh were a key and decisive player. The task is 
as upstream as was seventeenth-century a-theism. This is an uncommonly difficult 
intellectual task, almost sure to be misunderstood. Its difficulty is compounded, 
moreover, by its inescapable economic by-product, because the God of the Bible is 
endlessly restless with socioeconomic power arrangements that the world takes as 
normal. If you are like me, you keep hoping Sunday by Sunday, as we do our hard 
intellectual work, that folks will not immediately notice the inescapable economic 
implications that come with it. 
 
 I recently gave some lectures at Baldwin-Wallace College. The lectures were 
endowed by a very generous family that is concerned that religion should be prominent 
in the life of the college. Two sons of the original donor, enterprising, gracious 
businessmen, attended the lecture in which I did a biblical critique of capitalism. The 
task was not easy. It turned out all right, however, because all that was noticed by the 
appreciative donors was that I had quoted lots of the Bible. The rest was happily lost on 
them. I understand the moment of preaching, in the designated place of preaching, to 
be a freeing and primitive act that flies in the face of all our accepted certitudes, 
conservative and liberal.  

 

II 

I speak to you as an Old Testament teacher, though I think it is not significantly different 
in the New Testament. The preacher has some considerable resources for this 
dangerous problematic task of reimagining the world with Yahweh as its key player. 
There is the deep faith of the present community that matters more than I think we 
usually credit. There is the long history of the church, written in creeds and manifestoes 
and architecture, and set deep in the lives of saints who in their dangerous innocence 
made this primitive faith claim unavoidable. 
 
 But mainly, in the midst of these evidences and testimonies, what the preacher 
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has is this old text, so remote, so difficult, so misleading, so problematic, so 
unintimidated. It is the enduring sound of a thousand unclear witnesses offering a 
cacophony of truthfulness, the script for our own dangerous, primitive reimagining. 
 
 Of all that could be said of this script, my initial point is a simple but crucial one. It 
is in Hebrew, not Latin. I do not say that to suggest that one cannot read it without 
knowledge of Hebrew grammar, though such knowledge is a good idea and a real 
advantage. I say it rather to make the point that this text, in its very utterance, in its 
ways of putting things, is completely unfamiliar to us.3 The utterance of the primitive 
God of Scripture is an utterance that is in an unfamiliar mode. Let me say what I mean. 

 

 Hebrew, even for those who know it much better than do I is endlessly imprecise 
and unclear. It lacks the connecting words; it denotes rather than connotes; it points and 
opens and suggests, but it does not conclude or define. That means it is a wondrous 
vehicle for what is suggested but hidden, what is filled with imprecision and inference 
and innuendo, a vehicle for contradiction, hyperbole incongruity disputation. Now the 
reason this may be important is that in a society of technological control and precision, 
we are seduced into thinking that if we know the codes we can pin down all meaning, 
get all the mysteries right and have our own way without surprise, without deception, 
without amazement, without gift, without miracle without address, without absence, 
without anything that signals mystery or risk. In such a society as that, the church and 
its preachers practice another mode of speech, so that the way we imagine is congruent 
with who it is that we imagine.4 
 
Long before our contemporary technology, the church tried the same trick with Latin; 
one does not need to know much Latin to know that it is regular precise and 
symmetrical. It goes from one margin of the page to the other; it admits of only' 
controllable cadences. For those of us who left the Latin liturgy in the sixteenth century, 
our alternative strategy has been historical criticism, another "Latin-like" attempt to 
control and reduce and tame and understand and reduce and control and reduce. 
 

 But testimony to the God is Israel known in Jesus Christ is not "Latin-like," and it 
is not historical criticism-like. It is more like depth psychology, for Freud was. in his 
larger discernments, thoroughly Jewish.5  Freud understood that in dreams in the 
unconscious, in the hiddenness of utterance, there are endless zones of contradiction 
that we keep negotiating -- occasionally with Freudian slips -- and there are endless 
layers of interpretation, no one of which can ever be more than provisional.  And the 
reason depth psychology is marked as "depth" is that one can always push deeper into 
another layer of hiddenness and there find yet another disclosure of significance. 

 
The preacher has on her hands a Subject who is not obvious and a mode of 

speech that is endlessly open and demanding. . . that makes preaching deeply 
demanding in a congregation schooled in one-dimensional, technological certitude The 
offer of such technological certitude, however, not only misreads the text and the God of 
the text; it seriously distorts and misrepresents the true human scene as every pastor 
knows, for the human scene is one of endless zones of contradiction and endless layers 
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of interpretation, no one of which can ever be more than provisional I suggest, for that 
reason, that faithful speech about God is sure to be faithful speech about the 
complicatedness of being human, and this in a society determined to oversimplify.  I 
summarize the problematic of the Bible about God in this way: 
 
 1. The God of the Bible is endlessly irascible --capable of coming and going, 
judging and forgiving, speaking and remaining silent -- in ways that make the next time 
uncertain. I do not want to overstate the case. But it is this quality that pushes the 
psalmists to the extremity of their imaginations, and it is this quality that evokes in the 
prophets daring images and affronting metaphors, because no easy language will ever 
get this God said right.6 
 
 2. The testimony we have concerning this God is endlessly elusive. Sometimes 
there is a direct offer of God, but more often there is fantasy, sideways figures, and odd 
articulations, some of which are covered over by church cliche', some of which are lost 
in the caution of translators.  
 
 3. The irascible character of God and the elusive rhetoric of the text mean that 
the outcome of textual testimony is deeply polyvalent, that is, it speaks with many 
voices and is profoundly open to rich variation in rendering. 
 

The preacher stands up to make utterance about this odd, problematic God in a 
society that is flattened by a-theism, and has on her hands a quality of the irascible, the 
elusive, and the polyvalent.  Almost none of this, moreover, is available to or 
recognized among most of our listeners. Because it is too unsettling and difficult, we 
tend to fall back on more familiar ground of safe practices, blessed ideologies, 
scholastic closures, or liberal crusades. Don't we all! 

 

But the God of Israel, belatedly bodied in Jesus of Nazareth, is our Subject.  
Such utterance is unsettling, open, freeing, demanding. Such utterance in our time, as 
in all the times of our mothers and fathers, generates possibilities--public and personal-
-that are not otherwise possible, not otherwise doable or thinkable. When this God is 
uttered, the closed world of a-theism is shattered; those who hear dream dreams and 
see visions, sense power and receive courage, take up energy for newness where 
none seems offered. It is a lot to expect from an utterance, taken off from an old non-
Latin subject. But it is what our mothers and father have long counted on. It is, 
moreover, more or less what people hope for, even in our great fear that it might come 
to pass. 

Ill 

My thesis is that preaching is a sub-version. You will recognize the play that I intend. 
Preaching is never dominant version, never has been. It is always sub-version, always 
a version, a rendering of reality that lives under the dominant version. We may adopt a 
strategy of making our ""under version" sound closely like the dominant version, or an 
alternative strategy of showing our ""under version" to be in deep tension with the 
dominant version. 
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The dominant version of reality each of us would mark differently, but we likely 
would not disagree much on its nature. Perhaps the logo of the dominant version is 
swoosh. Nike, "life is for winners" of a private, individualized kind who can make it in 
the market or in the sports arena, who live well, are self-indulgent but who never get 
involved in anything outside of their own success. The Nike version of reality, deeply 
rooted in Western Enlightenment consumerism and in U.S. democratic capitalism, has 
an old history. In the Old Testament it appears as coercive Babylonian imperial 
expectations looking back to Egyptian brick quotas. In the New Testament it is the 
endless requirements of Jewish punctiliousness or the demand of the Roman emperor 
worship; it is Luther's "works," the pressure to get kids into the right preschools for the 
sake of someday working for Intel. It is an act of dominant imagination that screens out 
all "neighbors," neighbors who can be screened out if the God of all Neighborliness can 
be refashioned into a God who celebrates the virtues of private achievement. It is 
dominant, so dominant, that it is taken as a given, so dominant that it sustains both 
liberal and conservative ideology, so dominance that even we who critique are deeply 
committed to it, so dominant it is not worth criticizing--too costly. 

 

 And then we preachers are summoned to get up and utter a sub-version of 
reality, an alternative version of reality that says another way of life in the world is not 
only possible but is peculiarly mandated and peculiarly valid. It is a sub-version because 
we must fly low, stay under the radar, and hope not to be detected too soon, a sub-
version, because it does indeed intend to sub-vert the dominant version and to 
empower a community of sub-versives who are determined to practice their lives 
according to a different way of imagining. 

 

 I understand that preaching is a peculiar, freighted, risky act each time we do it; 
entrusted with an irascible, elusive, polyvalent Subject and flying low under the 
dominant version with a subversive offer of another version to be embraced by 
subversives.  

 

 I focus this strange act precisely on one pivot point that is fairly obvious as 
illustrative. The dominant version of reality among us is a narrative of violence. This can 
run all the way from sexual abuse and racial abuse to the strategy of wholesale 
imprisonment of "deviants" to military macho that passes for policy. It eventuates in road 
rage and in endless TV violence piped in our homes for our watching pleasure. I 
suspect that underlying all of these modes of violence is the economic violence 
embedded in free-market ideology, which denies an obligation of openness to the 
neighbor who is in truth a deep inconvenience and a drain upon resources.   

 

 If we take that as the Dominant Version, then the preacher is to sub-vert by an 
act of sustained imagination that is an antidote to a culture of violence and this in the 
name of the God whose own history is marked on numerous occasions with acts of 
violence. I suggest an easy identification of three dimensions of violence and three 
antidotal responses: 
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 1. The taproot of violence is material deprivation, fostered by a myth of scarcity, 
the driving power of market ideology. The counter to material deprivation is a practice of 
sharing that is rooted in and appeals to an affirmation of abundance. That affirmation of 
abundance, rooted in the generosity of God, is deeply subversive to the deep social 
myth of scarcity.7 The preacher has available the memories of that time we were in the 
wilderness and bread inexplicably came down from heaven, and "nobody had too little 
and nobody had too much" (Exod. 16:18, my paraphrase). And we have the memory of 
Jesus with compassion on the crowd; he took, he blessed, he broke, he gave. .. he fed 
five thousand people with twelve baskets of bread left over (Mark 6:30-44), and then 
two chapters later he did it all over again: he took. he blessed, he broke, he gave... he 
fed four thousand people with seven baskets left over (Mark 8:1-9). And then he said to 
his bewildered disciples: "You don't get it do you?" (Mark 8:21, my paraphrase). When 
the gospel is trusted, loaves abound! And violence from common deprivation becomes 
obsolete. 

 

 2. The taproot of violence is a breakdown of connections, the severing of 
elemental social relationships so that folk are driven into isolation and then made 
desperate and frantic. I commend to you a book by Fox Butterfield, All God’s Children, a 
five generation family history that begins in the legendary violence of South Carolina in 
slavery and culminates in black urban crime in New York City, driven  by black urban 
rage.8  The focus is on the fifth generation – Willie – who is now in a New York prison, 
the most violent criminal ever held in that state system. 

 

 The argument of the book is that the failure to sustain a human, familial, 
communal social fabric, a failure rooted in the intrinsic violence of slavery, makes the 
strategy of violence inevitable. Of course it is easy to spot violence among poor blacks. 
It is the same violence, is it not, working by and among the white urban elites who know 
nothing but self-indulgence at the expense of the neighbor, and so the entire social 
fabric is reduced to a violent contest to see who can have the most and who can have 
the first and who can have the best, called "opportunity" by free-market violence 
wanting to escape regulation. It's not about playing well, it's about winning. 

 

 I understand none of this is a proper theme for preaching - except that since the 
violence of Pharaoh against the slaves, the God of Sinai has offered an alternative and 
an antidote to violence, an offer of covenant, a vision, a structure, and a practice that 
binds the ""haves" and the "have-nots" into one shared community, so that we are 
indeed members of each other. We live in a world of kinship, where when one suffers all 
suffer and when one rejoices all rejoice together. It is indeed covenantal community that 
is the only available alternative to the dissociation that fosters and legitimates and 
thrives on violence from below and violence form above. 

 

 3. The taproot of violence is surely silence, of being vetoed and nullified and 
canceled so that we have no say in the future of the community or of our own lives. How 
odd. in the midst of a technological revolution offering broad communication, that 
serious input into our common future is increasingly limited and monopolized so that we 
cynically conclude that our say does not matter anyway. The silenced are increasingly 
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like a driven, helpless, desperate two-year old who. Having no say. will enact a tantrum, 
and so the tantrums build in Northern Ireland and among the Palestinians and in our 
own abandoned cities. Or to take it more intimately, every time a neighbor gets a 
machine gun and kills seventeen neighbors, the next day the comment is sure to be, "I 
don't know, he lived alone, kept to himself, and never talked to anybody." And we 
collude in the silence, the abused protecting the abuser until the killing comes. 

 

 We of all people have the textual resources authorizing and legitimating and 
modeling speech that breaks the silence of violence and the violence of silence.   At the 
very outset of our story, it says of our victimized mothers and fathers in Egypt, they 
groaned and cried out, and God heard and God saw and God knew and God 
remembered and God came down to save (Exod. 2:23-25). But unlike our high Calvinist 
notions of sovereignty, the break comes from below in the daring speech of the 
silenced. Out of that comes this richness of complaint psalms and lament psalms and 
psalms of rage and hate and resentment, the voice from below refusing the silence, 
speaking truth amidst power, speaking truth to holiness and evoking newness.9   It is all 
there in the preacher's script. Except that the colluding church and we colluding 
preachers and our colluding hymnal committees cover the Psalms, enhance the silence, 
and foster in our naive ways more violence. 

 

The antidotes to violence in the text of the preacher -- the text of the church – are small 
and incidental and local, as the work of the preacher always is: 

 

 1. The offer of bread amid the material deprivation is told in little ways: 

When David [fled for his life]...Barzillai the Gileadite from Rogelim brought 
beds, basins, and earthen vessels, wheat barley, meal, parched grain, 
beans, lentils, honey and curds, sheep, and cheese from the herd, for 
David and the people with him to eat for they said. "The troops are hungry 
and weary and thirsty in the wilderness." (2 Sam. 17:27-29) 

 

The gesture of Barzillai may have been calculated politics and military strategy. In the 
midst of that, though, the preacher can show that the narrative of public life depends on 
the concrete offer of bread that resists deprivation. What strikes me about the text is the 
quintessential human act of being sure that bread is passed to those who need bread, 
an act that anticipates by centuries the mandate: 

Is not this the feast that I choose… 

Is it not to share your bread with the hungry, 

and to bring the homeless poor into your house? (Isa. 58:6-7) 

The violence dissipates where natural linkages are made. 

 

 2. The affirmation of covenantal solidarity amidst social dissociation is rooted in 
the practice of God's own life: 
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For the Lord your God is God of gods and Lord of lords, the great God, 
mighty, awesome, who is not partial and takes no bribe, who executes 
justice for the orphan and the widow, and who loves the strangers, 
providing them food and clothing. You shall also love the strangers for you 
were strangers in the land of Egypt. (Deut. 10:17-19) 

 Imagine Yahweh, the strongest one in the community, running a food pantry and 
collecting clothing for widows and orphans, physical gestures of solidarity that 
concretely and intensely bind the God of all creation to the undocumented workers and 
welfare recipients. In the end, Moses says, "You do it too." 

 3. The legitimization of speech in a context of enforced silence is given us even 
in the story of Jesus: 

 

Bartimaeus ..., a blind beggar, was sitting by the roadside. When he heard 
that it was Jesus of Nazareth, he began to shout and say, "Jesus. Son of 
David, have mercy on me!" Many sternly ordered him to be quiet, but he 
cried out even more loudly. "Son of David, have mercy on me!" Jesus 
stood still and said, "Call him here." (Mark 10:46-49) 

 

 Jesus did not initiate the action. Bartimaeus pushed his way in. He pushed his 
way in by loud insistence while "many" shushed him. Perhaps, "many" includes some 
disciples who were interested in a nice meeting. Health came to this blind man by 
abrasive insistence and disruption. Had he been finally shushed, moreover, at best 
there would have been no healing, at worst perhaps he would have begun throwing 
angry stones at Jesus and his bunch because he would have been refused access.  

 

 My point is not to focus on violence per se. I do so only because violence 
saturates the dominant textual versions of our social reality. That dominant version  
 • thinks bread must be guarded, and not shared 

 • thinks it is each against all, with no ground for community 

 • thinks silence can authenticate the status quo 

 

 Our best strategies for the maintenance of advantage carry with them the very 
seeds of upheaval and disruption. The preacher has the script and the burden and the 
chance of a sub-version of social reality, whereby bread and covenantal speech offer a 
humanity against violence. It strikes me afresh that the preacher's sub-version of reality 
is not given in large ideological slogans, but in small, dense, particular texts: a gesture 
by Barzillai with detail down to beans and lentils; a clothing drive for widows and 
orphans operated by the Lord of the Exodus; Bartimaeus the beggar who crowds into 
the doctor's office to demand and receive healing. These local, cherished memories 
seed out reimagining of reality outside the killing fields that the dominant version takes 
as normative. 
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IV 

My theme is alternative, sub-version to version, the sermon a moment alternative 
imagination, the preacher exposed as point man, point woman, to make up out of 
nothing more than our memory and our hope and our faith a radical option to the 
normalcy of deathliness. It occurs to me that the scandal of particularity so prominent in 
the election of Israel and so decisive in the incarnation of Jesus is pervasive in biblical 
faith, always so particular, always so peculiar, always so at odds. It occurs to me that 
the Jewish imagination of the Old Testament is so peculiar and so particular because 
Jews are always odd men and women out, always at odds, always at risk, always in the 
presence of an empire with its insistent version of reality, always telling the boys and 
girls that we are different, different because we have been in the demanding presence 
of the Holy One, and now we must keep redeciding for a life propelled by that presence. 
The Jews. over time, devised signals of oddity -- sabbath, kosher, circumcision.10 

 

 In parallel fashion, for like reasons, the baptismal imagination of the New 
Testament is so peculiar and so particular because Christians are always odd men and 
women come together in odd communities and congregations, always at odds, always 
at risk, always in the presence of large cultural empires that want to dissolve our oddity 
for reasons of state, always telling the girls and boys we are different because we have 
been with Jesus. We are forever reimagining and retelling and reliving our lives through 
the scandal of Friday and the rumor of Sunday. We. Like Jews, devise signals of oddity, 
the notice of new life, the bread of brokenness, the wine of blessedness, and the 
neighbor, always the neighbor, who is for us a signal of the love of God. 

 

 The maintenance of oddity -- which creates freedom for life, energy for caring 
and joy through the day -- is the first task of the preacher. It spins off into public policy 
and proposes reordered public life. But the first task is the maintenance of oddity for the 
people in the room in the sound of the preacher's voice. When an Old Testament 
teacher thinks about the maintenance of oddity, the inevitable beginning place is 
2Isaiah, not only for what is said, but for what we imagine the context to be. 

 

 As some of you know, I have thought that in "the Christian West," the baptized 
community is now something like exile, a place I characterize as hostile or indifferent to  
our primal faith claims.11 So it is as in Babylon when the Jewish prism of life was 
regarded as an imperial problem, or at least an inconvenience. And so it is as in 
consumer-oriented capitalism in the West, where the church is a cultural problem or at 
least an inconvenience. That is what the Babylonians thought, and the evidence is that 
many of the Jews agreed. Many of the Jews found it too expensive or troublesome to 
maintain odd identity, because you could not get good jobs and you could not get your 
kids into good schools. Consequently, giving up oddity is a small price to pay for well-
being offered by the empire. 

 

 Then there arises this daring chutzpah-filled poet who seeks to resist the sellout 
of Jewishness and foster and evoke and enhance the oddity. It is his urging, his 
utterance after utterance, that odd Yahwistic identity is valid and viable, because 
Yahweh, the key player in this odd identity, is back in play in the empire. The power and 
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persuasiveness of the dominant Babylonia version of reality had all but eliminated 
Yahweh, and nobody thought Yahweh was a factor anymore. Yahweh becomes an 
available factor in life of the community only through the daring utterance of the poet. 
You know the sequence. The poet anticipates the overthrow of Babylon and its 
dominant version of reality through Cyrus the Persian. Cyrus is an agent – so says the 
poet - of Yahweh, the real governor of world history.   

 

 The story line is given through a variety of rhetorical ventures, of which I will 
comment on four. This poet is a daring preacher, and I want you to see simply that 
given faith and given imagination, one can do almost anything rhetorically.  

 

1. Isaiah 41:21-29. The poet imagines, and creates before the imagination of the 
listening community of not quite convinced Jews, a law court. That law court exists only 
on the lips of the poet. but the scene is vivid enough to last through eight verses, 
enough for twenty minutes if you talk slowly. Yahweh, the creator of heaven and earth, 
holds court. The question before the court is, who is a true God?  The court summons 
the gods of Babylon for questioning. Those gods did not expect to be summoned by a 
Jewish court, but they are. They had been in charge so long they did not anticipate they 
would have to give a detailed account of themselves and so justify their claims. 

 

 In the court, the poet has Yahweh speak, in order to taunt the Babylonians. I 
suppose some Jews were fed up with Babylonian arrogance and would have like to 
taunt but did not dare. And now the poet does it in the protected place of Jewish 
utterance. We can paraphrase this conversation. The gods of the empire are asked, 

Tell us what happened . . . silence; 

tell us what is to happen . . . silence; 

tell us what is to come hereafter …silence; 

do good . . . silence; 

do harm ... silence; 

frighten us... silence. 

 

These gods cannot say "boo." 

 

   Verdict: you are nothing!  

   Your work is nothing! 

   Your worshipers are nothing! 

 

 Then Yahweh takes the stand; and Yahweh can talk! Yahweh has authority and 
energy and vitality. Unlike the silence of the empire, this irascible Yahweh can give 
evidence for Yahweh's claim: 

I stirred up Cyrus; 

I first declared it; 

I gave Jerusalem a herald of good tidings; 
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No one helped; 

No one consoled; 

No one answered. 

Verdict: I am the real ting; they are empty wind. 

 The rhetoric is and is intended to be subversive. It addresses the imagination of 
the Jews. It asserts that the military-industrial authority of Babylon cannot keep its 
promises, cannot make you happy, cannot make you safe. Yahweh is unlike all of this… 
particular, peculiar, scandalous, odd. resilient, reliable. Go Yahweh! 

 

The result is modest as with most sermons. The Jews leave the place of utterance. 
There is a chance now that they will stay Jews, with freedom for actions, with energy for 
caring, with resolve to stay odd. What is given in the liturgical moment of course is not 
known by Babylonian authorities. No doubt many in that meeting where they heard the 
daring poetry were ambivalent: why Jewish, why odd, why circumcised, why baptized? 
The evidence out there seems to be against the claims made in here for Yahweh, but 
the poet makes the claims anyway. The images offered haunt and haunt and will haunt, 
and will not quit. 

 

 2. Isaiah 41:8-13. In the same chapter of Isaiah, the God who speaks abrasively 
in the courtroom to expose the pitiful gods of the empire here speaks pastorally in the 
family. Here there are no Babylonians, only bewildered Jews, treasured people of 
Yahweh who thought they had been abandoned. The God of the exiles speaks: 

You, Israel, my servant, 

Jacob, whom I have chosen, 

The offspring of Abraham, my friend 

you whom I took from the ends of the Earth, 

And called from its farthest corners, 

saying to you, "You are my servant; 

I have chosen you and not cast you off." 

 

 The chosen in exile had almost forgotten and had almost been forgotten. It had 
been a long time since they had been called by their intimate names of faith, because in 
Babylon they were nothing more than imperial statistics. 

 

 And now speaks the God who remembers. This God names their names, their 
family names, the names of most intimate identity, and in doing so mobilizes the 
precious stories of promise in Genesis, situating these exiles among Jacob and 
Abraham who are friend, chosen, gathered. The poem is like the TV show Cheers -- 
"where everybody knows your name!" Imagine exiles have not been called by their 
baptismal names for a long time. For many exiles in this technological rat race, the 
church is the only place in town where everybody knows your name. 

 

This God continues to speak, the most personal utterance we all crave, the one 
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we first hear from our mothers. And now speaks the mothering God to the motherless 
exiles: "Fear not.. .Do not be afraid …I am with you …I am right here." Do not be afraid; 
I am your God. I am here in Babylon. I am here in exile. I am God here in the empire. 
You are not alone. Stay with me. This is an intimate word of assurance. It is an intimate 
word on the lips of the creator of heaven and earth, the one who authorizes oddity, the 
one who speaks the words the empire would most like to stop, because people 
mothered beyond fear are not so easily managed or administered or intimidated. 

I will strengthen you. I will help you; 

I will uphold you with my victorious right hand. 

… those who war against you 

shall be as nothing at all. 

For I, the Lord your God. 

hold your right hand; 

it is I who say to you. "Do not fear; 

I will help you." 

This is only an utterance. It is only poetry. And then the Jews must leave their 
special place of poetry and imagination, some cynical, some bewildered, some touched, 
some sensing the strangeness . . . tingling, held, affirmed, empowered, not so 
downcast, not so bought off, not so compromised. And the Babylonians haven't a clue!  
They do not know about the strangeness that opens for newness through utterance.  
But it has been spoken. And here and there it has been heard. 

3. Isaiah 52:7-10. The defeat of the Babylonians goes on in an imaged 
courtroom. The "fear not" of Yahweh is uttered in circles of familial intimacy. These two 
daring rhetorical strategies prepare the ground for gospel, the news uttered among 
exiles. It is this poet among our people who makes the word gospel into a core 
theological term. You know the text: 

How beautiful upon the mountains 

are the feet of the messenger who announces shalom, 

who brings good news, 

who announces salvation. 

who says to Zion .. . "Your God reigns." 

The word is gospel. The good news as gospel is that Yahweh as God has just now 
regained governance. 

The outcome is that Babylon has been defeated, Babylonian gods are weak, 
nothing to fear, nothing to lose, nothing to pay, nothing to joy. The news is that the 
Dominant Vision of reality has been defeated. The odd subversion of reality now has a 
chance. The sentinels lift up their voices, for they have been waiting and watching for a 
long time. The ruins of Jerusalem sing. The despairing dance. The desolate are in 
wonder. Because the odd God of this odd people in this odd version of reality has come 
to power. 

It is gospel -- but only a poetic moment among exiles. It is news -- but not yet public. It is 
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only liturgy, only utterance, only imagination. The same sort of liturgical utterance in 
imagination is offered when Jesus of Nazareth came to say. "the kingdom of God has 
come near; repent" (Mark 1:15). He just said it, and some believed and began a new 
trajectory of existence. Everything begins in the utterance. 

4. Isaiah 52:10-11. So, says the poet, on the basis of the news, "depart, depart." 
Leave Babylon. Leave the dominant version of reality. Leave the place of fear and 
anxiety. Leave and head home to Jewishness, to obedience, to joy, to freedom. The 
gospel is an alternative to the dominant version of reality that is always reductive, 
endlessly robbing us of our humanness. The way is clear for a seriously different way of 
life. The poem offers a future that can be taken up as we are able. 

 

V 

But of course this gospel of departure in the poetry of 2 Isaiah is only a retelling of the 
primal narrative of the exodus. The exodus narrative is not historical reportage. It is, 
rather, stylized liturgy in order that "you may tell your children in time to come." What 
you shall tell your children is: 

• "We groaned … and cried out" (Exodus 2:23-25), going public in our protest 
against the dominant narrative version of reality that incessantly said, ""Make 
more bricks." 

• The technological program of Research and Development in ancient Egypt 
matched Yahweh's first two miracles (plagues). But we knew we had reached the 
outer limit of Egyptian technological capacity and the far reach of Egyptian power 
to make life possible when with the third event of this contest it was concluded, 
"[the Egyptians] could not" (Exod. 8:18) 

• We danced the dance of new life at the edge of the waters, on the day Miriam 
and the other women took their tambourines and danced by the waters of 
liberation (Exod. 15:20-21). 

• We watched while Yahweh "made sport" of Pharaoh, while Yahweh undid the 
power of Pharaoh (Exod. 10:1-2), and we noticed an opening for alternative 
existence outside the control of Pharaoh. 

 

So we will tell our sons and daughters -- and all those who will listen -- that life 
under the demanding quotas and insistences of the empire is not the only way to have 
life. So we left; we walked through the waters of chaos, we reached dry land on the 
other side, we received the bread of miracle; we arrived finally at Sinai where we bound 
our life to the life of God and the life of the neighbor. We will tell our children about the 
darkness of Passover, so that they may know another life is possible in the world. The 
children will be astonished when they realize that the second book of our sacred canon 
is named "Departure." The dominant version of reality is undermined and subverted by 
the conviction that staying is not our own option. The liturgy is always authorizing an 
alternative humanity, and sometimes we go; sometimes we linger in wistful reluctance, 
wishing we had courage, sometimes choosing the fleshpots that enslave but knowing 
that in the end our belly is not our god. (see Phil. 3:10). 
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VI 

But of course, in Christian reading, the gospel of departure writ large in the exodus 
narrative and sung buoyantly in the lyrics of 2 Isaiah is but a long term anticipation of 
the odd story of Jesus. As the story goes. Jesus came to those paralyzed by the 
demands of the overpunctilious requirements of some forms of Judaism that had been 
diverted from the claims of God and neighbor, and by the comprehensive ideology of 
the Roman government that wanted to eliminate the God of the Jews from its horizon. 
As the story goes, Jesus came among those frozen in narratives of anxiety and 
alienation, slavery and fear; he authorized a departure into a new world of God's 
governance. He appeared abruptly, and he said. "Repent-turn-change-switch, for the 
new governance is at hand." 

 

And then he acted it out, summoning, forgiving, instructing, cleansing, healing, 
empowering, feeding. The new governance given in the very person of Jesus brings all 
of life - public and personal, human and nonhuman - into a regime of wholeness. He 
came with a mandate to do for the world what the Creator had intended from the outset. 
He found it all there in the scroll that authorized him: 

"The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, 

because he has anointed me 

to bring good news to the poor. 

He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives 

and recovery of sight to the blind, 

to let the oppressed go free. 

to proclaim the year of the Lord's favor." 

(Luke 4:18-19; cf. Isa. 61:1) 

 

Those who settled deep in the dominant version of reality tried to kill him. They 
recognized immediately that their big version of reality is here subverted.  

 

He subverted by his mercy miracles what they had declared impossible. He sub-
versioned by his emancipatory teaching -- which was not quite clear (parabolic) but 
marked by quixotic irony -- as though mocking the way it had been for a long time. He 
seemed to authorize and invite a rethinking of reality and eventually a reliving of reality. 
Those who had been with him were restored to their sanity and began to live in ways 
that the world could not bear. His sub-version sounded familiar cadences, but it was 
never quite the same. As a result, John – bold, unintimidated, direct John, bewildered 
and genuinely uncertain -- sent word from prison: "Are you for real?" 

 

Ever cagey as an evangelical subversive must always be, Jesus refused a direct 
answer. How could he answer such a big question in such a restrictive context, because 
the creeds had not been formulated that would provide him with a firm homoousia ("of 
one substance”) identity? So he answers John from the data at hand:  “Go and tell John 
what you have seen and heard: the blind receive their sight, the lame walk, lepers are 
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cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised, the poor have good news brought to them 
(Luke 7:22).  Go tell John: new life swirls around me. Go tell John that where I am 
present, impossible things happen. Go tell John that people are switching over to my 
narrative because they are worn out by blindness and want to see, they are tired of 
deadness and want to live. Go tell John a new world is being birthed among those who 
no longer accept dominant notions of the possible. 

 

That sub-version of course constitutes a threat to the way things are. It is a threat 
that must be stopped by action of the state or whatever action that is available to us, 
violent if necessary. But go tell John, the stoppage of new life and the triumph of the 
dominant version lasted only thirty-six hours and no more. Because by Sunday new life 
was turned loose beyond the frightened, confined ways of the conventional. That new 
power has stayed loose, sometimes retarded, sometimes domesticated, but ever loose 
in the world, breaking bonds, shattering closures in order to, bring down the powerful 
from their thrones and lift up the lowly, filling the empty with good things and sending 
the rich empty away. (Luke 1:52-53, my paraphrase) 
 

He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of all creation; for in him all 
things in heaven and on earth were created, things visible and invisible, whether 
thrones or dominions or rulers or powers— all things have been created through him 
and for him. He himself is before all things, and in him all things hold together. (Col. 
1:15-17) The claim is stupendous. But what we have found, generation after generation, 
is that we could not cease to make claims, even as we could not cease to ponder and 
engage in new practices, always dangerous, always at the cusp of new life. 
 

 

VII 

I say things you already have long known. We keep meeting to say them to one another 
because, if left unsaid, the old powers of death creep back in and take over. We say 
them to one another because we depend on the fresh utterance to give fresh edge of 
possibility to our lives. We say these things to one another because the utterances 
mediate the Easter option . . . without these utterances there is no such option. 

 

The sense of this utterance, in which we preachers are participants, is that an 
alternative world is possible. The old world is not a given; it is a fraud. Another world is 
possible—in our imaginations: we listen and imagine differently. In our liberation we 
entertain different realities not yet given in hardware, so far only very soft ware, carried 
only by narrative and song and poem and oracle, said before being embodied, but said 
and we listen. As we listen we push out to the possibility and are held by it like a 
visioning child with a dream. 

 

Another world is possible— in our practice. We are only a few, but we are some. 
We can do little, but something. As we stay with the cadences of our defining utterance, 
we begin to enact another world. Foolishly we enact obedience to a daring claim, 
obedience to a possibility; we specialize in coldwater and shared bread, in welcome 
speech, hospitality, sharing, giving, compassion, caring, in small ways, setting the world 
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fresh. 

 

Another world is possible—we imagine—in public policy, for we do not doubt that the 
small deed—here and there—ripples into reallocated funds, redirected vision, 
reassigned power that issues in caring health, in mercy as policy, in peace that 
overrides war, in hope that overcomes poverty. This is not often possible, however, 
because of the stubbornness of Caesar and the intransigence of corporate wealth. But 
we have enough public access because we are no longer contained in old tired refusals. 

 

We listen and we answer. 

If we are Black enough, we may say "Amen" and "my, my"; 

if we are Episcopal, we may say "ummmm"; 

if we are frozen Calvinists, we may not answer, 

but only ponder and then act. 

 

In all our several ways of answering, we calculate the possibilities and move to the 
sub-version—sometimes as tough as nails. We refuse dominant versions of reality, 
seeing the flow of newness and acknowledging the chance. 

 

We are indeed a sub-people … sub-versive, sub-verted, sub-verting, sub rosa, 
subtle. We are on the ground, underneath official versions. Our sub-ness is rooted, in 
our pain, because you cannot fool pain; in our hope, because hope comes without our 
permission.  But after our pain and after our hope, the rootage of our sub is in God's 
holiness, a holiness we have seen and trusted, whose name we know, a holiness 
untamed, thick, abrasive—newness unashamed. 

 

A final text, Acts 3:11-16. Peter and John had just authorized a lame man to walk. They 
said to him, we are told, "In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, stand up and walk…" 
(v. 6) We are told, "Jumping up, he stood and began to walk, and he entered the temple 
with them, walking and leaping and praising God." It was not supposed to happen. But it 
did. 

 

The people were astonished. But Peter answered simply: "Why do you stare at us, as 
though our power or our piety we made him walk?…It is not us, but faith in his name.  
To this we are witnesses”  (vv. 12-16, my paraphrase).   And witnesses and witnesses 
and witnesses.  Not more than that, but surely not less than that. 

 

 

* From the book Deep Memory, Exhuberant Hope: Contested Truth in a Post-
Christian World by Walter Brueggemann, Edited by Patrick D. Miller, Minneapolis, 
MN: Fortress. 2000 

 

 


